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time—giving an assumption possible at
the time of its making, but falling in
the province of things past: the case is
regarded as simply imaginary (not as
unfulfilled).' He quotes in illustration
Tusc. i § 90 ' Cur igitur et Camillus
doleret, si haec . . . eventura putaret,
et ego doleam, si gentem aliquam urbe
nostra potituram putem ?' and pro Clu.
22 § 61 Quid enim tandem 1111 iudices
responderent, si qui ab eis quaereret. . . ?'
Note, however, that the interrogative

. form in these passages permits us to re-
gard the subjunctives in the main
clauses as deliberative. But my chief
objection to either of these views (for I
take them to be distinct) is that (a) the
separation of the clause quae . . .
necaretur is extremely harsh and un-
necessary, (b) the future reference of
the imperfect subjunctive, which is sur-
rendered in both alike, is irresistibly
suggested both by the conte xt and by

comparison with the other examples
under discussion.

No. 12 is interesting, and I cannot
but think that the recognition of the
prospective use here greatly improves
the force of the passage (audiret =
auditurus esset)—indeed to take audiret as
simply representing audiebat of oratio
recta quite spoils the point. ' While no
one could believe that so much despatch
would be shown in carrying messages
which he would receive with regret.'
Strictly speaking, it was not the bulle-
tins'* themselves, but their progressively
adverse character, that was expected to
cause Domitian satisfaction: but this
is easily inferred from the Tacitean
brachylogy.

W. J."GOODRICH.

BradfordjGramniar School,
Yorkshire.^

1

DOGMATIC DIVINERS AND PROPERTIUS.

IN June, 1916, Mr. Richmond pub-
lished a series of contradictions to a
series of conjectural notes on Proper-
tius IV. x, which I had published in
March of that year. Before continuing
the miscellaneous adversaria on this
author, of which that specimen moved
Mr. Richmond's protestations, I wish to
reply in detail to the points which he
makes, meeting in this way his chal-
lenge of methods. This article will
examine in the series of counter-pro-
posals, not whether Latinity and
logic therein exhibited authorise Mr.
Richmond to be heard on the subject—
such an impertinence would outrage
what little remains of the comity of
scholars—but whether they are able to
support the pretensions to exclusive
competence which are there implicitly
arrogated.

I fear that not many of the readers
of the C.R. will have the patience or
the curiosity to try this issue with exact
application of mind, but will here beg
anyone who can command enough of
these two virtues, to read the two

articles side by side: for in order to
moderate the length of my rejoinder, it
has been necessary to proceed by allu-
sion and by reference, not quoting
Mr. Richmond's words at large all the :
way through. If the matter were no i
more than a case of KOI Kepajiev? /cepa/iei, 'i
it would be worth nobody's while; if -
only a few dubious readings in an an- 1
cient ditty were concerned, it would be 1
silly to invite special attention; but
there lies implicit (and easily to be dis-
engaged) in the discussion of these
passages, a question which affects the
fundamentals of criticism. And criti-
cism means the art of recovering truth
from tradition and from documents in
any part of History.

1. (a) On the noun clausa fem.
I do not press the suggestion clausas

aferire, because the harshness of the
zeugma in v. 2 is rather too aesthetic
a difficulty to found upon. But the
existence of clausa fem. is an inter-
esting point; and as an instance of
method it is worth while examining
Mr. Richmond's treatment of the case.
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It appears to me wanting in consist-
ency. Two classical examples of the
word are alleged in the Thesaurus:

in foro aut in curia
posita potiusquam rure apud te in clausa. . . .

Fragm. Com. RiobecB, p. T67.

Ribbeck prints these verses as tro-
chaics: Mr. Richmond (who protests
against dogmatism) dismisses Ribbeck
with the remark: ' the verses are clearly
iambic senarii,'1 and proceeds to print
a lacuna, after in, not after clausa; an
elegant divination cellula is added; and
finally he calls attention to the excel-
lence of the jest thus produced, by add-
ing (!) As who should say 'How ab-
surd.' But where is the absurdity if
you refuse Mr. Richmond's hypothesis ?
If we are to argue by punctuation, it
would be a sufficient answer to print (?).
But, to leave this case as merely pos-
sible, certainly not disproved, consider
the next {Moretum 15):

et reSL-rat clausae quae perviJet ostia clavi.

Mr. Richmond remarks' clausae seems
to have been rightly emended by Scaliger
to casulae.'

Observe that the MS. authority is
swept aside in each case. But is it
method that only in Propertius the read-
ing of a hazardous combination of in-
terpolated MSS. may' be quoted as
sovereign ? And yet there are seven
codices of the 'Moretum older than the
Neapolitanus of Propertius. Why is
the awful sentence, ' It has no MS.
authority,' not good for Scaliger ? Why
is the integrity of the Propertius' tradi-
tion to be presumed greater than that
of Moretum?

Next Propertius III. xiii. 39:
haec etiam clausas expugnant arma pudicas.

Here as in some other cases Mr. Rich-
mond begins to lay down the law before
he has perceived the objection. It is a
question of Latinity. Obviously pudicas
is supposed to be for puellas pudicas;
but is this Latin ? Is not a mere asser-
tion to this effect a little . . . dogmatic ?
Where are the analogies to show that an

1 Even if we grant that the accents potius-
quam rtire ap&d te favour an iambic rhythm,
what divination enables Mr. Richmond to pro-
nounce that the verses, when complete, were
senarii and not octonarii ?

adjective, when so used substantively,
may be constructed with a participle
which is itself adjectival ? Seneca's lan-
guage might be alleged

quae pati clausos iube't
Phlegethon nocentes igneo cingens vado.

Phaedr. \iib.
' But then nocentes as a noun is too
familiar in Latin poetry to need exem-
plifying. Mr. Richmond does not offer
us even the Seneca passage. He talks
of Science or Method; but judge his
logic in practice, when he thinks to
defend the Latinity of

haec etiam clausas expugnant arma pudicas

by a citation of
ut per te clausas sciat excantare puellas

(III. iii. 49).
What does this prove? That puellas

is feminine ? Or that clausas can mean
cloistered ? Markland, who conjectured

clausas expugnant arma puellas,
could evidently claim that line as mak-
ing for his conjecture, and damning the
reading which Mr. Richmond brings it
up to support. It is hard to see why
Ivlr. Richmond is so strong on this point
at all: the honour of his deteriores is
not at issue. We find him gaily accept-
ing alterations of the two passages
where the MSS. appear to attest the
noun clausa; although to interpret
clausas as a noun in this passage is in
effect to vindicate pudicas against Dog-
matic Diviners like Markland . . . who,
though he lived more than a century
before the foundations of British
National Scholarship were laid (see Mr.
R., loc. cit., p. 116), happened to know a
good deal of Latin.

(6) imbuis exemplo primae tu, Romule, palmae
huius, et exuvio plenus ab hoste redis.

Lachmann's reason for preferring
exuvio to eximio (which Broukhuyzen
liked) is a sound one, although he had
not the scientific method to argue that,
because a word is rare and archaic, it is
therefore Propertian; I merely entered a
reservation in favour of the possibility
of eximio. However, Mr. Richmond
(who protests against Dogmatism) pro-
nounces these verses' quite sound.' They
at least furnish matter to bear him
out when he disclaims divination. For
he twice misses the point. It is a point
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not of Palaeography, but of Latinity in
the one case, metric in the other. The
question in debate here, as in many
other cases, comes to this: Are such
and such words Propertius' Latin or
Scribes' Latin?

This question is asked here (i) in
respect of the phrase imbuere exemplum,
which raises no qualms in Mr. Rich-
mond, although even Hertzberg's patient
stomach was uneasy about it. What
does it mean ? Can it be vindicated by
any analogy in Propertius or in Latin ?

If the words are not Latin, but the
residuum of Latin words falsely re-
ported, they require emendation. Either
a noun must be discovered under
exemplum, which will fit with imbuere,
or the reading of certain ' deteriores om-
nibus' be accepted, or some other
remedy found.

(2) In respect of the enjambment of
huius. What may be the relevancy of
Mr. Richmond saying 'huius is de-
fended by haec arma in 47,' it beats me
to divine.

Again, I pointed out that it was
both prima facie odd that the word
opimus should not be named in this
poem, and palaeographically not far-
fetched to suppose the word lost in a
line which offers the two nearly re-
sembling sets of letters primae and
palmae. To the former of these con-
siderations Mr. Richmond replies
' opima spolia not being archaic terms
do not need to be named after v. 2.'
' Need' is not the question. It is a
matter of literary probability. I ask
the reader ' Is it, or is it not, probable
that the technical word opimus will
occur in a poem that deals with Fere-
trius ?' If he answers Yes, there is
ground for proceeding to a further ques-
tion : ' Is there anything in the ductus
litterarum which would account for the
loss of opimus?' But suppose it to be
urged in answer ' Propertius deliberately
avoids the technical term but suggests it
by allusion.' This is worth examining :
for poets often do avoid the vox propria
deliberately. Not at the expense of the
meaning, though. And here, even if
Exuvio may suggest spolia, how can
plenus suggest primae palmae? Mr.
Richmond juggles with the equivoque
' prime' in English; but there is no

Latin correspondence between the ideas
of primus and opimus; whereas ' plenus:
opima : : exuvio : spolia' are correla-
tives.

I can quote no direct authority for
palma opima: but if a military victory
can be called palma (' egregiam istam
palmam belli Punici patrati petis,' Livy
xxviii. 41), the particular victory which
yielded spolia opima might, I suppose,
be called ' palma opima! Arma was
possible as well as spolia, e.g.

opima apposui senex
Amori arma Feretrio,

which shows that the technical sense of
the adjective is not absolutely confined
to the phrase spolia opima (cf. 'opima
cadavera,' Val. Flacc. iii. 143). But I
submit the point to better judges of
Latinity.

(c) Cossus at insequitur Veiientis caede
Tolumni.

Mr. Richmond explains 'insequitur caede
is but a very slight extension of Virgil's
prosequitur dictis and votis.' Many
commentaries were written in the great
Anglo-German period, when black and
white met in a Higher Grey, on the prin-
ciple that nonsense is an extension (often
' only a, very little one') of sense.1

Where prosequi and insequi are not
synonymous with sequi, they signify
respectively attendance and pursuit.
When, as is frequently the case, they are
qualified by an ablative, that ablative
denotes the means: e.g. prosequitur
votis, 'bear them company with prayers';
attached to insequi, the ablative ex-
presses hostile means, e.g. gladio stricto
insequi; but such an ablative can only
attach to insequi when the verb has
its transitive, not its neuter, sense.
Accordingly the sentence of whose
soundness the MSS. assure Mr. Rich-
mond, would appear to mean—'Cossus
hunts Romulus with the slaughter

1 Mr. Richmond's method is simple : he
thinks from English into Latin. ' Cossus
follows with the slaughter of Tolumnius :' quite
good English. By, with, or from are repre-
sented by the ablative in Latin—that we all
know who based our Latin on the deep and
broad foundations of the primer ; ' ergo Cossus
insequilur caede Tolumni' is sound. One may
conjecture that this is the inner process of Mr.
Richmond's mind, because the pretext of an
analogy which he snatches up and puts forward
will not bear a minute's analysis.
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of Tolumnius': a proceeding only
possible if Cossus were an Erinys,
but unwarrantable in justice even so.
Certainly this reading is inconvenient to
me, as Mr. Richmond says: I find it
inconvenient to common sense and
Latinity; to say nothing of the gra-
tuitous queerness of order Cossus at
insequitur instead of insequitur Cossus.
But 'for my airy proposal there is no
MS. support'; inficitur is a 'perhaps/
and nothing more. There are many
other possibilities of course: emendation
does not always come off at the first try.
Posse in the pentameter may be for
Cosse, and Cossus in the hexameter con-
sequently interpolated: and so forth.
But diagnosis must precede cure. I
airily inquire, here as elsewhere, ' Is this
Propertius' Latin or Scribes' Latin ?'
Propertius', Mr. Richmond protests.
What tells him so ? The Scribes.

(d) nunc intra muros pastoris bucina lenti
cantat et in vestris ossibus arva metunt

(29-30).

Once more Mr. Richmond fails to see
the point. I am aware that bones, when
buried, may be turned up by the plough,
or when cast away at sea may be rolled
by the waters; but not that Veii has
bones or that in ossibus is interchange-
able in Latin with inter ossa. Appar-
ently any sentence containing the word
ossa satisfies Mr. Richmond. He cites
Prop. II. xv. 44, where the poet in one
sentence speaks of ossa nostra, ' the
bones of us Romans/ and in the next
personifi.es Rome herself as a mourning
figure. Where is the relevancy of this ?
How does it help to prove that it is Latin
even to say Veii veteres, inter ossa vestra
metunt? And even allowing this, you
have only reached the second line of ob-
jection : for where are the evidences to
show1 that for inter ossa you can substi-
tute in ossibus?—the meaning of which
may be seen in III. xvii. 9, 'quod
veteres custodit in ossibus ignes! It is
kind of him to allow (undogmatically)
that in these four lines the poet rises
above mediocrity; de gustibus non est
disputandum, but they seem to me to be

1 Sulpicius in the famous consolation {ad
Fam. IV. 5) says oppidtim cadavera^ But any-
one who can appreciate the Latin's discretion
in metaphor will see that from • the fallen lifeless
remains of towns' it is a long step to ' the
bones of Veii.'

not the only passage where the poet's
copyists sink him into solecism.
(e) forte super portae dux Veius astitit arcem

colloquiumque sua fretus ab urbe dedit.
Without retorting Mr. Richmond's im-
putation of madness I would remark (1)
that if he bases his argument on the sup-
position that

Herculeus Caenina ductor ab arce

means ' leaving the arx Caeninal he need
look no further than the ninth elegy of
this book—

metuendo raptor ab antro (10)

to remind himself that the construction
of which Virgil's pastor ab Amphryso
(Georg. iii. 2) is perhaps the most
familiar example, is not confined to
Virgil.

(2) But may he not be right in taking
adstitit arcem as a case of astare with
the accusative ? It is somewhat hazard-
ous : Priscian names no author, and I
can discover no earlier (or other) ex-
ample than Paulinus Nolanus, xviii. 453,

limina
tua comminus adsto

for the right reading in Pliny {Paneg. 23)
is pretty surely not astaret but artaret,
as emended by Behr. However, the fact
that Priscian says astitit ilium locum,
and the fact that in Paulinus the noun is
also one of place, combine to make a case
for arcem. Of course the palaeographical
factor in the evidence is infinitesimal as
between dee and dee. But now, without
a thought of any of the other factors,
Mr. Richmond plumps for super porta.
I did not think it necessary to use the
words ' scientific method' in any of my
preceding adversaria, because I took it
for an axiom that common sense,
Latinity, and the usage of a particular
author are three tests of the soundness
of a reading. No scholar claims exclu-
sive or private command of these; but
they always have their value, whatever
the fourth factor—the evidence of
MSS.—may count for; it may count rela-
tively high (in authors protected by
ecclesiastical sanction or continuous use
in school), or low (in authors—like Pro-
pertius—who disappeared from vogue in
the sixth or seventh century.1

1 I think this may be inferred from the Ibis
scholia.
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Here is a case where the author's par-
ticular usage is an applicable test. Pro-
pertius uses super as a preposition eight
times, never with an ablative; of these
three happen to be with as tare:

III. vii. i i .
sed tua mine volucres astant super ossa volucres,

IV. vi. 29.
astitit Augusti puppim super,

and our present subject
super portae . . . astitit arcem.

Now if, as I argued (Mr. Richmond takes
no heed of the point), portae arcem
means nothing, what—I put it to any
Propertian who has the patience to fol-
low these minute controversies—what is
the tendency of evidence as to the right
reading? Is it not in favour of super
fortam and against constructing astitit
arcem? It also disqualifies my former
suggestion of fronte super, which was a
vain endeavour to save portae.

(3) The question between Veiius or
Yeiens is chiefly a question of usage. No
existing MS. of Propertius is of an age
to carry much authority on points of
orthography; and it is notorious that
Renascence copyists modernise in their
spellings.

(4) colloquiumque sua fretus ab urbe dedit.
Mr. Richmond in a letter to me has

suggested that
colloquiumque situ fretus . . .

is more probable than astu. At first
sight this seemed very plausible; but on
second thoughts it appears to have not
much beyond a very slight palaeo-
graphical advantage over astu. Metri-
cally astu is better. And, if it is an easy
transition from situ to sua, it is not
difficult to suppose an earlier corruption
or astu into situ in any script, uncial or
cursive.

(f) di Latias iuvere manus.
(1) 'But for F, di Latias would be in

no way suspect.' How is it not suspect
that the gods in general, instead of
Jupiter—as the argument requires—
decide this duel? Mr. Richmond has
ignored, not answered, the objection.

(2) Passing by the exquisite piece of
legerdemain which derives romuleas
bodily from di latias by corruption in
copying, we come here to a point where

the fundamentals are exposed. Quaeri-
tur: Can a reading of F reasonably be
preferred to the combined authority of
all other MSS ?—' in favour of a reading
quite satisfactory in itself,' Mr. Rich-
mond adds. Well, it has been shown
that one must have a very frugal taste
in probability, if one finds the reading
is open to no objection; but supposing it
to be ' quite satisfactory,' does that not
all the more vindicate the integrity of
romuleas?1 If di Latias is unobjection-
able, why should any corrector go out of
his way to foist romuleas, which makes
nonsense, into his text ? If such a per-
son existed, in any case, it cannot have
been Coluccio, because his is the third
hand in F, and this reading is in the
first; it might just conceivably be
Petrarch, though (by the way) I would
not presume to call Petrarch ' a corrector
with a little knowledge': he must have
had mighty little knowledge if he
thought Romuleas iuvere manus meant
anything. What is far more probable
is that this reading derives, through
Petrarch's MS., from A.2 but since Mr.
Richmond apparently argues that N,
dating about 1200, cannot have suffered
the interpolations of a half-learned cor-
rector, how can he contend that A, dating
1250-1300, is any less immune? And if
the words are neither sense or grammar,
how can their integrity be doubtful?
And if they represent the tradition hon-
estly, what does it matter that F dates
only from 1380 ? I must plead guilty to
having been so ignorant of history as to
presume in the preface to my first
edition, sixteen years ago, that N, as our
only codex renascentibus litteris anti-
quior, was of unblemished integrity. Of
course this ought not to have been so
presumed. Anybody who has happened
to read my occasional Propertiana in
this journal knows that this juvenile
error has long since been implicitly dis-
carded. After the Caroline Renascence
there was never a period when scholar-
ship was not capable of altering a non-
sensical

Romuleas iuvere manus
into a tolerable makeshift

di Latias iuvere manus.

1 Dr. Enk {ad he.) concurs.
2 See Ullman in Class. Phil. 6, pp. 284-8.
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MSS. readings were tacitly emended,
long before the Humanists, into Latinity
of a sort. It is by the sort of Latinity
that scholars, after long humbly and
patiently immersing themselves in the
language, may hope to become connois-
seurs enough to see the difference be-
tween genuine and fake. The pedigrees
of the dealers are not enough equipment
for such discriminations.

(o-) haec spoha in templo tria condi causa
Feretri,

omine quod certo dux ferit ense1 ducem;
seu quia vota suis umeris hue arma

ferebant,
hinc Feretri dicta est ara superba Jovis.

So I read the former couplet, with a
reservation, for the moment, as to ense;
Mr. Richmond reads—
rune spolia in templo tria condita : causa,

feretri
omine, quod certo dux ferit ense ducem.

The first clue to the proper representa-
tion of this difficult quatrain is Proper-
tius' elaborate, almost mechanical sym-
metry : the correspondences (chiastic)
are:

(a and /3 indicate hexameter and pentameter.)
1. (a) in templo Feretri :: (/3) Feretri ara . . .

Jovis
2. (/3) omine certo : : (a) vota
3. (£) ferit :: (a) ferebant
4. (a) suis umeris : : (/3) dux1 ipse du-

cem.
To Mr. Richmond's arrangement I

object, firstly—that in templo is left
unmeaning, for want of a genitive: the
question is not why the arms are in a
temple, but why they are in Feretrius'
temple rather than another's. Secondly,
that his elliptical construction of causa
is not Augustan Latin. Thirdly, that
the authorities give no warrant for sub-
tilising the etymology of Feretrius
beyond ferire or ferre; if he were right in
imagining that ferre tria was the key to
the second couplet, the omission of the
word tria would be a grave literary ab-
surdity here; and only prophetically
could the name apply to the cases of
Romulus and Cossus. Fancy an etymo-
logy that only comes true after the first
two occasions. Fourthly, that omine
certo is a more pointed combination

1 Dion. Italic. II. 34, avTox^pia Karapyafraro.
Cf. Plutarch, Romul. xvi., avrovpya be apurreias

(rrpaTqyov dveXoirt SeSorat KaOiipaxris

than certo ense; for omine terto cf. Ov.
Met. ix. 595, Val. Max. I. v. 4, Val. Flacc.
v. 211, Sueton. Aug. 92. What is the omen
cerium ? Plutarch answers : evfjd/j.evo<;
ovv 6 Vd)/j.vXo<i el Kpar^aeie KCU Kara-
/3d\oi, TG3 Ati <j>eoa>v dvaQr\<re.w avrbf
ra oirXa. . . . The hit is the omen.
Romulus' weapon is a spear ('cuspide,'
v. 8, and KarafiaXoi above). Acron's
fall is the sign that Romulus' votum is
accepted.

What are the alternatives to constru-
ing omine certo?

Feretri omine might be explicable on
the analogy of Jovis omine in VII. vi.
23; but Mr. Richmond will not have it:
he suggests that we should read feretri
omine ' the sword . . . is an omen of the
bier.' If this is a specimen of the
national scholarship of our own which
we are to build up (Mr. Richmond, loc.
cit. 116), it will certainly be all our own.
What is an ' omen of the bier' ? Omen
mortis, omen fati, etc., we know; but who
ever said omen feretri? And, even sup-
posing the Latinity could pass, observe
that the whole pattern of the quatrain is
destroyed by an artless intrusion of
ferre (in the shape of feretrum) into the
distich appropriated to the ferire
etymology.

The reader will perceive that, if the
constructions in templo . . . Feretri
and omine certo are sound, suspicion is
concentrated on the word ense from
three sides, viz.: it contradicts cuspide
of v. 8 and KarafidWeiv in Plutarch; it
is useless, because ferire absolute, and
not ferire with one weapon rather than
another, is the thing; and it usurps the
place where, to balance suis umeris
(<f)ipcov avadfoetv airSs in Plutarch) and
to represent Dionysius' avTo^eipia and
Plutarch's avrovpyw, ipse is required.

Before quitting this case, as a further
example of the undogmatic method let
me invite the reader to consider this. It
was questioned whether victa arma could
in Latin mean anything but 'the van-
quished side in war.' How does Mr.
Richmond prove the point ? By stating

victa=a victore recepta.
Q.E.D.

I have now examined what Mr. Rich-
mond calls his ' negative criticisms': the
first word is well chosen, for his criti-
cisms are for the most part mere denials,
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either unreasoned or supported by
matters irrelevant to the point. Let us
proceed to section B, in which my censor
sticks in his thumb and pulls out a plum
or two of his own, and says . . . But no.
The epilogue deserves separate notice.

B.
{h) The structure of the poem.
I had the opportunity of trying the

effect of an arrangement of Propertius'
poems by stanzas when Mr. Lee Warner
asked the use of my text for his beautiful
Riccardi types. Such articulations can
hardly be definitive without many pub-
lished experiments; and satisfactory ex-
periment can only be made by actually
printing. Mine got a mixed reception.
The late Professor Hardie, to whose
judgment, on such a point, great weight
attaches, was inclined to think it gener-
ally successful. America iirea-'xe. But
even a failure has scientific value. The
book was issued in 1911. I had then an
idea that the discovered schemes of the
elegies would be a deterrent to trans-
position ; and they do certainly serve to
control and moderate the scale on which
transposition can be accepted. But my
objections to transposition were on prin-
ciple. Mr.Housman's contention in indi-
vidual instances might seem almost irre-
sistible, but there was this prescriptive
difficulty : unless the archetype once fell
into the hands of a malignant monkey
armed with scissors, what rationale could
be assigned for such exceptional de-
rangements ? But since a hypothesis
presented itself, which appears adequate
to account for transpositions—namely,
that Propertius, like Tibullus, was once
excerpted, and the excerpta subse-
quently reintegrated amiss with the com-
plete text—the eventual critical import-
ance of recovering the stanza scheme
receded for me somewhat. But of course,
if the stanzas are a fact, the fact may
have a value for another line of criticism
altogether: it may suggest and confirm
transpositions.

However, this poem was printed
in the said edition, six years ago, as
4 + 4 + 8 + 6 + 8 + 8 + 6+4. Mr. Rich-
mond's proposal to transfer 25, 26 to
stand after 8 seems in every way a suc-
cessful piece of divination, to be wel-
comed with candid congratulations.

(j) hunc videt ante cavas librantem spicula
turns

Romulus et votis occupat ante ratis
(13, Ml-

The second ante is neither nonsense
nor solecism, but such poverty of com-
position is certainly offensive. If a
merely aesthetic objection is ever suffi-
cient to damn a reading, this reading
may be called incredible. Mr. Richmond
finds i t ' not difficult to emend': a more
difficult matter, and one which he has
not attempted, would be to vindicate the
Latinity of his emendation. He pro-
poses

votis occupat arce ratis,
which he would have us interpret, appar-
ently, ' Jupiter having signified the rati-
fication of the vow in the Capitol.' Let
me invite him, as a contribution to the
new ' national scholarship of our own,' to
explain how a local ablative can attach
to ratis votis, and to produce any
instance of ratus at all with such an abla-
tive. Until he can do so, we must hold
that arte, recommended by its palaeo-
graphical cheapness, fails to satisfy the
tests to which every emendation must
submit. But a conjecture may often,
without solving, teach the rest to solve.
A more searching scrutiny, advanced by
previous eliminations, discloses a possi-
bility of utilising arce. For suspicion is
not restricted to ante. What does
occupat mean ? The commentators
adduce IV. iv. 84, where Tarteia vocales
occupat ense canes, i.e. <f>ddi>ei airoKTei-
vovaa. It would be natural and true to
say that Romulus occupat kasta, but the
words

voverat et spolium corruit tile Iovi
show that Romulus' vow is uttered
before the hit. I conjecture that Pro-
pertius may have written

votis nuncupat arce ratis,
i.e. ' Romulus sees Acron and designates
him as the Capitol in a successful prayer.'
Does not this exactly fit the sequel ? The
rata vota consist of the next line
Juppiter, hie hodie tibi victima corruet, Acron.

Firstly, Arce has a true local meaning,
for the nuncupatio takes place in the
Capitol: therefore Jupiter is addressed.
Secondly, Acron is, in fact, designated
in the vow. (Perhaps there is a magic
value in the actual naming.) For uses-
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of the ancient and solemn word nuncu-
pate outside the familiar nuncupare vota,
the lexicons furnish examples: in the
very chapter in which Livy described
this duel, you have this sentence—
ita deinde Dis visum, nee irritam conditoris
templi vocem esse qua laturos ea spolia posteros
nuncupavit,
i.e. denuntiavit, a rather less literal em-
ployment than we are supposing here.

(k) Urbis virtutisque pater sic vincere suevit
que tulit aprico frigida castra lare.

Mr. Richmond reads aprico and (i)
says it makes sense. What sense? A
sunny fireside? Having a sunny fire-
side he put up with a cold camp ? (2)
Defends the quantity aprico by a refer-
ence to Culex 98. But the line runs

talibus in studiis baculo dum nixus apricas.
So this witness had better never have
been called.

Against apricas there may be cited
two examples from that sedulous imita-
tor of Properties, Silius Italicus, which
confirm the opinion that, whether you
prefer a prisco or a parco, the preposi-
tion is anyway indispensable.

hirtaeque togae neglectaque mensa,
dexteraque a curvis capulo non segnis aratris

(i. 614).
a duro Frusino haud imbellis aratro

(viii. 398).

Romulus, coming from an old-
fashioned (or hard-living) fireside, put
up with the cold of the camp. One
might hesitate at tulit castra for patiens
castrorum fuit; but perhaps I. i. 8 'tu
potes insolitas . . . ferre nives' is suffi-
cient ?

(J) Once more one may complain that,
whether defending or impugning the
form in which the poet's alleged words
have been reported to us, Mr. Rich-
mond's criticism regularly omits among
the factors which make a cumulative
proof or disproof, the little factor of
Latinity. For

idem eques et frenis idem fuit aptus aratris

he conjectures
idem eques effrenis, idem fuit aptus aratris.

I have many times re-read his statement
and yet am not quite certain whether
effrenis is meant to be taken as nom.
sing, of the post-Augustan form, or dat.

plur. masc. of effrenus. The latter seems
to be his intention. If so, might one be
so disobliging as to ask: Where is the
direct evidence, or the analogy, for
effrenis = effrenis equis?

Then, to pass from Latinity to the
sequence of thought in the context, is
this conjecture any happier on that
head? Romulus lived simply (18);
wolf-skin cap1 and horsehair plume was
his notion of a helmet (20); no jewelled
armour (21); when he wanted a supple
shield-strap, he got it by slaughtering
his oxen (22). What does this indicate
as the point of line 19 ? Romulus' ver-
satility ? Or merely his horsemanship ?
Surely not. To keep suit with the other
three lines, the point must be the sim-
plicity which made possible that essen-
tially Roman combination of the military
and the agricultural. Cavalry and
ploughing—that is the contrast: by
making it ' headlong cavalry charges'
you destroy the elegiac balance, in which
Propertius is usually so meticulous.

But although Mr. Richmond's conjec-
ture thus fails to satisfy any requirement
beyond that of palaeographical cheap-
ness, which is only a fraction in the sum
of critical probability, it would be a
great mistake to imagine that conjec-
tures serve no good purpose, even when
they are demonstrably futile. There is
no better means of solving a crucial pas-
sage than by clearing and narrowing the
issue through the cross-examination of
contending emendations. Such discus-
sion has always been the means of rub-
bing rusty bits of text bright. With
proper gratitude for the negative ser-
vice, let us take, another survey of the
passage: et is undeniably offensive.
Livineius tried to palliate it by adding
a second:
idem eques et frenis idem et fuit aptus aratus.

The advantage of this suggestion is that
it carries you a step forward by show-
ing that eques is clumsy and otiose. To
be aptus frenis one must obviously be
eques; but the word eques ought not to
be here, since aptus aratris has no agri-
cola to balance it. The area of disease
is thus defined. Eques et are alike sus-
pected of being interpolated words.

1 The leather cap is not distinctly military
but peasant: see Daremberg and Saglio, s.v.
' galerus.'
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What have they displaced? What is
desiderated ? Answer: A word to ex-
press the causal connection between
Romulus' life at home and life in camp.
Read 'inde idem frenis, idem fuit aptus
aratus.' Inde carries on the argument
' that is how he came to be both things.'
A good example of jrena =equitatus is
Stat. Theb. xi. 244—
portarumque moras frenis assultat et hastis.

The palaeographical explanation is easy
enough to satisfy the chastest exigen-
cies : the familiar story of a haplo-
graphy—a hole—a stuffing . . . and, for
sequel, a flocking movement of thought-
lessness to vindicate the divine right of
the usurper, in the name of Science.

(m) This calls for no comment. M.
Ha vet has also pointed out that
Baehrens was right. But the concentra-
tion of howitzer batteries, in order to
crack this egg, is masterly.

(«) illi virgatis iaculantis ab agmina bracis
torquis ab incisa decidit unca gula

(43-4)-
M. Havet, in his Notes critiques sur

Properce (Paris: Champion, 1916), has
made the plausible suggestion of ansa
for unca. I note this prbvisorily, and
proceed with the scrutiny of Mr. Rich-
mond's invention in this last instance.
He reads

illi virgatis iaculanti sagmina bracis,
and explains 'thus we discover that at
the moment when he paid the penalty
with the loss of his torque, or life-charm,
from his sword-severed neck, the foe was
aiming his gaesum at the life-charm of
the Roman chief.' How do we discover
this? By remarking that the scribe of
N missed the letters ab and added them
above the line. But if we suppose that
this was a copyists' oversight (of the
most ordinary kind in all ages) the
palaeographical basis of Mr. Richmond's
emendation disappears: for agmina
instead of agmine is quite as well ac-
counted for by Havet's reading ob for
ab. On this head therefore it can hardly
be rated higher than a possibility. Next,
consider its aptitude in reality. Why
' a life-charm ?' Neither Livy (I. xxiv.
and xxx. 43), nor Pliny (XXII. 5), nor
Festus (Lindsay, p. 425), give any such
significance to these uprooted tufts of
verbenae. The suggested parallelism of

charm with charm is arbitrary. How-
ever, let that pass. How the fetiales,
whose emblem they were, carried these
j)opriiiara iepd (as Dionys. Halic. II. 72
calls them), we are not told; in their
hands, we might infer, since none of the
ancients took the trouble to mention this
detail: as might have been expected,
had the sagmina been carried in any
peculiar manner about the person. Now,
Mr. Richmond asks us to suppose that
Virdomarus was taking shots at them.
Surely an eccentric bullseye to select
from the human target!1

So much for the materialities. Now
for the Latin. He translates illi virgatis
bracis ' him of the striped breeks': a
most surprising ' extension' of illi into
the functions of ah article. I should be
glad to learn of any corroborative
instance. It may be Latin to say, i.e.
' ille magnus, ifle ferox, ille virgatis
bracis'; but that illi virgatis bracis could
stand for 'him of the striped breeks,'
except in a beginner's Prose composition,
I decline to believe on the strength of
an ipse dixi: produce your evidence and
the case may be altered, laculari can
be constructed with an ablative . . . of
the instrument. Could a Roman have
construed Mr. Richmond's words any
otherwise than ' to him as he was taking
shots at the sagmina with his striped
breeks'?

But since the elimination of absurdities
is a part of scientific progress, let us now
re-examine the context with an eye to
reconciling as many probabilities as pos-
sible, without postulating, or straining
reason to prove, the all-but-impeccability
of the scribes. Here are four starting-
points for a cumulative proof. Such a
proof must take account of sins both of
omission and commission in the tradi-
tion.

(1) illi is suspect, being at any rate
very odd after hie in 41.

(2) The elegiac symmetry parallel to
the arrangement

torquis
(unca
( ansa : decisa gula.

is missing.

1 In order to prove that Propertius here
represents Virdomarus as guilty of murdering
ambassadors, he points out that Livy (differing
therein from Propertius) so represented Cossus.
Is this scientific method ?
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(3) Properties' picture emphasises the
swank and braggadocio of the Gaulish
giant; his barbaric pedigree, barbaric
prowess, barbaric dress.

(4) We have in Virgil's ecphrasis, like-
wise, a pictorial account of Gauls.

On the shield of Aeneas they are
shown—
aurea caesaries ollis atque aurea vestis,
virgatis lucent sagulis ; turn lactea colla
auro innectuntur; duo quisque Alpina coruscant
gaesa manu, scutis protect! corpora longis.

Aen. viii. 659-662.

The shield, the gaesum, the torque:
these are common to both. Bracae are
below the dignity of epic: Virgil leaves
them to Propertius; but he adds a more
characteristic part of Gaulish costume—
the sagulum. Cf. Tacitus' account of
Caecina versicolori sagulo, bracas [bar-
barum tegmen] indutus (Hist. II. 20); or
Cicero's sagatos bracatosque (pro Font.
J5»33)-

(5) A neutral verb is required if vir-
gatis . . . bracis is to attach to it, as
descriptive ablative, e.g. esse, ire, stare.
These considerations converge on a pos-
sibility that

IACVLANTISAB
is a syncopated and mis-divided relic of

SAGUL<IST>ANTISVB
SVB once mis-carved into S AB,
AGMINE was substituted for TEG-
MINE.

The suspect Illi will then be stuffing
introduced to fill the hole which had
been caused by the telescoping of saguli
stanti into iaculanti. On this hypothesis
Propertius wrote:

virgatis saguli stanti sub tegmine bracis
. . . , ... funca\ ,torquis ab incisa decidit i a n s a r gula.

* As he stood in tartan breeks under the
shelter of his cloak, his torque dropped
from him. . . .' The elegiac balance is
exactly re-established:

stanti : decidit
virgatis bracis : decisa gula
saguli sub tegmine : torquis ansa.

Since the words sub tegmine naturally
recall to us the opening of the first
Eclogue, it is not amiss to remind the
reader that sub tegmine of a tree was
then thought queer: the phrase usually
indicated clothing: hence the parody of
Virgil

Tityre, si toga calda tibi est, quo tegmina fagi ?

But it may be said ' This is reckless:
you tamper with the word iaculanti,
which is above suspicion, being guaran-
teed by the parallel Ubrantem spicula in
13.' Is it so guaranteed ? The first
engagement (Romulus and Acron) is
fought with spears; in the second (Cor-
sus and Lars Tolumnius) no weapon is
mentioned, but the sword is obviously
necessary for the final stroke—desecta
cervix; what about the third ? I cannot
find it in any of the commentators, but
I cannot help thinking that incisa neces-
sarily implies an edge, not a point; i.e. a
sword, not a spear. Will anybody pro-
duce an example of incidere used to
describe the action of a pointed'instru-
ment, unless where it means to engrave,
to score? But that cannot be Proper-
tius' meaning here: Virdomarus' throat
was cut, slashed, carved—certainly not
merely scored. Probably it was cut
through. If this position be irreducible,
it appears consequent that iaculanti can-
not be sound; for can a duel be conceived
in which one man gets in a sword-stroke
on his enemy's neck, whilst the other is
throwing javelins at him ?

Plutarch doubtless makes them fight
with spears; but the disagreement in
various picturesque particulars proves
that he followed a different version of
the story. Valerius Maximus uses the
word obtruncavit, which makes for my
view.

After reading and re-reading many
times Mr. Richmond's concluding para-
graph and enjoying the portentous
solemnity of the prolocution, I am at a
loss how to reply without a breach of the
scholarly comities. He implicitly claims
a peculiar competence to speak on Pro-
pertius, and suggests that, on these pre-
serves, until his recension of the text be
complete, the ordinary play of discussion
and conjecture shall be suspended. As
an humble diviner, only expecting an
augural smile from my colleagues, it was
disconcerting to find a protest and a
sentence of exclusion. In the face of
such enormous pretensions difficile est
satiram non scribere; but I will restrict
myself to a very few observations.

All that is public knowledge of the
results of Mr. Richmond's researches, is
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contained in the article which he pub-
lished in Journal of Philology, vol. xxxi.,
No. 62. It is on the strength of this
article, as an earnest, that we are admon-
ished to wait until the oracle has spoken.
Does the promise justify this ban ?
Without passing any opinion of my own
on these results, I will quote the opinion
of one who has also made a particular
study of the MS. tradition of Propertius;
and who apparently must be allowed to
share with Mr. Richmond the qualifica-
tions which authorise Mr. Richmond to
close this field against trespassers.

Mr. B. L. Ullman writes in Classical
Philology, vol. vi., p. 300 ' . . . I must
confess I have not been convinced by the
evidence thus far submitted. . . . Much
of his evidence is entirely subjective,
depending on his view of the text in any
given passage. He uses many readings
of the new MSS. to support an emenda-
tion of his own. . . . Misapplied palaeo-
graphy, I am sorry to say, has affected
Richmond's work, as it has that of so
many other students of the fifteenth-cen-
tury MS. Richmond's deductions from
spelling are also valueless, in my
opinion. . . . "

In the face of this opinion are not the
pronouncements in Mr. Richmond's last
paragraph a little excessive ? Any per-
son found erecting a monument even in a
by-way (I borrow the metaphor) will at
first command a sympathetic interest.
But if it proved to be a monument of
nothing but patience ? The University
of Laputa had great monuments of
patience. Suppose—to put it bluntly—
Mr. Richmond has discovered a mare's
nest? Fine scholars are not exempt
from such misfortunes. One is reminded
of the poignant words in which Ruther-
ford lamented (in A Chapter in the His-
tory of Annotation) his dear time's
waste on a matter and a method which
he discovered, too late, was radically
incapable of giving adequate results.

The question at issue is, of course,
much broader than a given half-dozen
readings in one poem : the fundamental
principles of ars critica are involved.
Mr. Richmond is preaching the Leo-
Vollmer doctrine. I will confess that
it was Leo's Culex, a most shame-

less book, which did much to dis-
abuse me of the characteristically Ger-
man notion that 'science' means set-
ting up a sacred machine which will
work automatically. The pages of this
journal are not the place for an ars
critica, even in the briefest abstract; but
let me, in conclusion, outline a prescrip-
tive argument against Mr. Richmond's
position : he attempts to reconstruct the
stages in the Propertius tradition that
lie behind our earliest surviving wit-
nesses, N and A. Good. Suppose his
method to be as sure as Mr. Ullman
finds it unconvincing; suppose he arrives
at a hypothetical Caroline codex: what
reason is there to imagine that this was
less corrupt, less in need of emendation
by conjecture, than (say) the lost San-
gallensis of Statius' Silvae or the Bem-
binus of Appendix Vergiliana? Suppose
he reconstructs the sixth-century stage,
why should it be sounder than the
Romanus of Virgil ? Virgil edited from
the Romanus is faulty enough. Suppose
his genial but hazardous speculations
can be carried even as high as the age
of the Symmachi, would such a Proper-
tius be more authoritative than the Bern-
bine Terence? Yet the Bembine needs
frequent emendation, though there were
strong causes making to preserve the
integrity of Terence, which were want-
ing to Propertius. Who is going to
accept the claim that a hypothetical
evolution of a lost archetype is more
impeccable than we know its real con-
temporaries to be in the instances just
quoted ? And, if not, why do .the
ordinary processes and tests not apply
to the emendation of Propertius ?

Proof has been submitted that Mr.
Richmond's postulate is inadmissible.
But he has enriched the art of Heinsius
and Markland with a new (and allitera-
tive) nickname.

J. S. PHILLIMORE.
The University, Glasgow.

P.S.—This article was in type before
Lejay's paper 'Les Elegies romaines de
Properce' (Journal des Savants, 1915-6)
came into my hands. No scholar can
afford to miss anything from so masterly
a pen.


